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Once upon a time, in the bustling world of cryptocurrencies, there was a man named Jared. Jared was an 
ordinary individual who worked a mundane job at a Subway sandwich shop. However, in the evenings, he 
transformed into a crypto enthusiast, tinkering with blockchain technologies and exploring the world of 
decentralized finance.

Jared was a curious and tech-savvy individual, always on the lookout for new opportunities. One day, he 
stumbled upon the concept of Miner Extractable Value (MEV) and its potential for profit. MEV allowed 
miners and opportunistic traders to exploit the order of transactions within a block, enabling them to front-
run trades or extract additional value from the network.

Jared’s eyes gleamed with excitement as he realized the potential of MEV exploitation. He immersed 
himself in research, studying the intricacies of the Ethereum blockchain and the vulnerabilities it 
possessed. With time, he developed a sophisticated bot that could detect and manipulate transactions to 
his advantage.

Armed with his newfound power, Jared ventured into the realm of MEV exploitation. He deployed his bot 
into the Ethereum network, scanning for profitable opportunities and executing trades with lightning-fast 
precision. Day after day, Jared’s bot tirelessly extracted value from the network, earning him an impressive 
500 Eth per day.

News of Jared’s exploits spread like wildfire through the crypto community. Some admired his ingenuity, 
while others denounced his actions as unethical. He became a controversial figure, known as the MEV 
botter Jared from Subway.
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However, Jared’s reign of MEV exploitation was not destined to last. Unbeknownst to him, developers, 
security experts, and regulators were working tirelessly to address the vulnerabilities within the Ethereum 
network. Upgrades and improvements were in the pipeline, aimed at mitigating the impact of MEV 
exploits.
One fateful day, the Ethereum network underwent a significant upgrade. The changes implemented were 
specifically designed to counter MEV exploitation and restore fairness to the ecosystem. Smart contract 
audits became more rigorous, security measures were enhanced, and consensus mechanisms were 
improved.

As the upgraded Ethereum network went live, Jared’s bot began to falter. Transactions that were once 
easily manipulated were now met with resistance. The blockchain had become more resilient, making it 
increasingly challenging for Jared to continue his exploits. His daily earnings dwindled, and he found 
himself on the losing end.

Realizing the futility of his endeavors, Jared made a crucial decision. Instead of persisting with MEV 
exploitation, he chose to redirect his skills and knowledge towards more constructive endeavors. He 
became an advocate for decentralized finance, working to educate others about the potential pitfalls of 
MEV and the importance of maintaining a fair and transparent crypto ecosystem.

Jared’s story serves as a cautionary tale about the unsustainable nature of MEV exploitation. It reminds us 
that the crypto landscape is constantly evolving, with developers and communities working together to 
create a more equitable and secure environment. Through collective efforts, the industry can overcome 
challenges, restore trust, and foster a future where innovation and fairness go hand in hand.
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Jared is 
stealing 
500
ETH a day.

¿Been Sandwiched?

This token is dedicated to all 
those who have

 fallen victim to an attack from 
Jared From Subway.
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Meet Jared from Subway – the ultimate geek lord who’s always glued to his computer.

Instead of making sandwiches, he’s coded a MEV bot that’s making him 500 ETH a day. He’s so obsessed 
with his code that he forgets to eat, sleep, or even shower.

This guy is the epitome of a computer nerd – he’s never seen the outside world, and his pasty skin and 
bloodshot eyes are proof of that. He’s so engrossed in his digital heist that he’s completely lost touch with 
reality.

If there was a championship for geekiness, Jared would be the undisputed champion. But hey, at least he’s 
good at something, right?

Jared’s story serves as a cautionary tale about the unsustainable nature of MEV exploitation. It reminds us 
that the crypto landscape is constantly evolving, with developers and communities working together to 
create a more equitable and secure environment. Through collective efforts, the industry can overcome 
challenges, restore trust, and foster a future where innovation and fairness go hand in hand.
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the contract

he contract has 0 tax with anti-MEV bot functions built-in.T
Our contract in of itself is already a utility that is going to be forked 
and used widely within this space for 0 tax tokens. 
Once we gain more exposure, expect to see ALOT of tokens adopt 
this concept and contract, always remember we were first 
movers.
More projects utilizing 0 tax anti mev contracts = Less tokens for 
jaredfromsubway.
Bsc Mev bot

We are going to utilise our own Mev-Bot that will trade 0 tax bsc 
tokens, all profits generated from our bot will be allocated in 3 
ways !

25% of the profits will be used for marketing
25% of the profits will be used for buy back & burn 
50% of the profits will get paid out to the top 15% holders of 
$FJARED

FUCK YOU JARED!

the utility

0% Tax - 
0 Jareds
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the contract

e are exploring other chains as well W (We will not bot the ETH space 

the utility

0% Tax - 
0 Jareds
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liquidity is burnt

his will make the token deflationary, take liquidity from Tthe bsc space into $FJARED, incentives top holders to 
hold their positions regardless of price action & 

increasing buying pressure.
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roadmap

Jared is 
stealing 
500
ETH a day.

¿Been Sandwiched?

CA: 
0xb8ec480C8eBBA49FAED83095CfA661c5806ABb94

phase 1

phase 2

phase 3

Develop alpha contract with anti mev
 bot functions integrated.

Make Jared fomo so hard he buys manually.

Launch.
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how to buy

step 1
step 2

step 3
Create a wallet

Set up a metamask 
wallet, or the wallet of 

your choice.

Buy or transfer $ETH to 
your wallet.

Buy $FJARED
Swap your $ETH to 

$FJARED on UniSwap.

Fuck Jared
Spread the good 

message about fuck 
jared.
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TELEGRAM
https://t.me/FuckJaredETH

TWITTER
https://twitter.com/FuckJaredERC20

WEBSITE
https://fuckjared.xyz/
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